
Every year, U.S. firms waste $37 billion in unproductive meetings. A 12,000-employee medical
technology company was no exception. Every day, poor meetings drained their people and results. 

After several failed attempts to improve their meeting culture, a strategic investment with Bridging
the Difference   solved their frustrations, inefficiencies, and energy-sapping conflict. Our results
include:

66% time saved in weekly project meetings and decision-making meetings
40 to 70% fewer meetings (depending on the type)

 
 

That's when the firm discovered Intentional Meetings  —a practical solution based on behavioral
science. Almost overnight, meetings shifted from painful to gainful.

"Without Bridging the Difference  , we would still have a lot of complaining about
meetings."—VP, Continuous Improvement

"Any given day, we would
have six or seven hour-
long meetings. We needed
results from all that time,
but we weren't seeing it."
—Operations Excellence
Leader, Mexico

Too much time "people-wrangling and trying to get people to pay attention."
The right data, the right amount of time, or the right people were missing.
"Spectators would confuse the issues," causing conflict and chaos.
People arrived late or left early and drifted off-topic, derailing the conversation.
Lack of good turn-taking exasperated team members.
People couldn't reach decisions: One meeting became two, then three
meetings, crippling project timelines.

Their Problem:  Productivity Drain

Intentional Meetings   Case Study®

®

Limiting meetings to 45 minutes. That didn't work; meetings ran over.
Having the first two hours of each day meeting-free, so people could get their
tasks done. That backfired in longer work hours.
Using an off-the-shelf training program. That fell flat in the U.S., and it wasn't
applicable to the firm's global footprint.

Their Attempts to Fix It
Before working with Bridging the Difference  , the firm tried to fix the problem,
including:

®

"We spent a lot of time
and money trying to fix the
problem. Still, our meetings
were still a big waste of
time and energy."
—Associate Director,
Quality Performance
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Weekly Project Meetings
 

Before              After
 
 
 

45 minutes         15 minutes

               We reduced
meeting time by two-thirds,
but the best result we got
was increased trust.—
Strategy Execution Leader

Business Issue Meetings
 

Before              After
 
 
 

  60 minutes        20 minutes

               My meetings are
no longer dreaded. I see
higher morale and faster
decisions, and this has a
direct correlation to the
marketplace.—Project
Management Office Leader 

To Reach a Good Decision
 

Before              After

 
 

number of meetings
 
 
 
 

 

               We have fewer
meetings now because the
quality of the decisions we
make in the first meeting is
as good or better than we
used to get in three
meetings.—Operations
Excellence Leader

               There is a direct connection between Intentional Meetings   and reaching our goals this
year. I trained 160 salaried staff at my Mexico facility. Now, we're all better managers, leading a
better organization, with better participation and involvement from all employees. It's now our
standard work instruction for any meeting. The most important benefit is how it builds trust.
—Facilities Operations Director, Mexico
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Get the Book                     
Discover the simple
recipe to make
virtual and hybrid
meetings work. 

Get Intentional Meetings                                                      
Whether in person, hybrid or
virtual, your meetings can  be
useful and energizing for
everyone. See how you can get
more done while building
relationships that sustain
performance through tough times.

Higher-quality team member contributions.
More productive issue-resolution conversations.
Quality decisions made in the first meeting—that stuck after the meeting.

The Fix That Sticks
In practice-focused workshops, leaders from Continuous Improvement, Manufacturing,
Operations, Supply Chain, Packaging, Procurement, Research and Development, and the Strategy
Execution Office applied the research-based best practices of Intentional Meetings  .

In action-centered learning focused on their real upcoming meetings, leaders immediately
became more effective at boosting their teams' energies and leveraging their knowledge. 

The organization saw impact right away.

Intentional Meetings   Case Study®

Contact us.
info@bridgingthedifference.com
980-349-8114
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Visit our site.
www.bridgingthedifference.com
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Take a test drive. Do it now.
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https://bridgingthedifference.com/

